[Fade in on flyovers of Lebanon Campus]
[Fade in music]

MALE VO
Opening in August 1990, Lebanon is the only one of HACC’s campuses with a downtown setting.

[Cut to shot of main entrance to Lebanon Campus]

MALE VO
A three-story glass atrium entrance to the campus is angled to open onto Hershey Plaza,

[Cut to shots of landscaping around entrance]

MALE VO
an attractively landscape area with trees, a fountain and benches.

[Cut to shots of atrium]

MALE VO
The atrium, or Founders Forum, is a reception area as well as the main entrance to the campus.

[Cut to photo of multi-purpose room in use]

MALE VO
On the first floor of the campus are a multi-purpose room,

[Cut to shots of Welcome Center]

MALE VO
administrative and student services offices, the Career Planning and Placement Center, conference rooms and reception and registration areas.

[Cut to shots of Information Desk area]

MALE VO
Behind the information desk are eight paintings which represents the history and economic and industrial development of Lebanon County.

[Cut to shots of classroom with technology]
Instruction is the focus on the second floor. Nine of the campus 12 classrooms are located here

[Cut to shots of science labs]

MALE VO
as is the Science Laboratory.

[Cut to shot of Hawk’s Peak]

MALE VO
The third floor houses the large student activity center, complete with a snack area lounge and student organization offices.

[Cut to shot of art on wall]

MALE VO
The third floor art gallery leads

[Cut to shot of library]

MALE VO
to the spacious library.

[Music fades out]
[Fade to text on screen with HACC logo]
Come learn more about us!
Schedule a one-on-one meeting with an admissions counselor by visiting hacc.edu/Recruitment.
Locally
YOURS.

[Fade to black]